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ABSTRACT

Freezing of Silicon and Germanium involves a reconstruction of covalent tetrahedral

bonds from a metallic liquid having higher density and coordination than the solid. We first

contrast the metallic liquid structure of Germanium with that of its semiconducting

amorphous state, in order to emphasize the changes in the atomic structure factor that arise

from reconstruction of the interatomic bonds. We then use the density wave theory of

freezing to discuss the liquid-solid transition within a pseudoclassical model, which describes

the liquid structure by means of partial structure factors giving the pair correlations between

atoms and bond particles. The phase transition is viewed as a freezing of the bonds driven by

tetrahedrally constrained attractions between ienic cores and valence electrons and

accompanied by an opening of the structure to allow long-range connectivity of tetrahedral

atomic units. Quantitative calculations on the bond particle model illustrate the relationship

between the liquid structure and the microscopic Fourier components of the single-particle

densities of atoms and bonds. In further support of this picture, we also present calculations

for freezing of a liquid having the density and the atomic structure of compacted amorphous

Germanium.
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§1. INTRODUCTION

Progress in the microscopic understanding of the liquid-solid transition has been

greatly stimulated by the use of density functional methods, following an early seminal work

by Ramakrishnan and Yussouff (1979) (for recent reviews see Rovere, Senatore and Tosi

1989 and Bans 1990). In this approach the particle correlations in the liquid phase at freezing

selfconsistently generate density waves of given crystalline periodicity, thus allowing the

coexistence between the two phases to be evaluated from essential information contained in

liquid structure factor data. Although the density wave theory of freezing does not make

explicit appeal to the interatomic forces, its applications have generally been limited to models

with simple pairwise interactions or to real systems for which such interactions are known to

be a very good approximation. The nature of the bonding in such systems is not basically

altered across the phase transition.

The elemental semiconductors Si and Ge, as well as the polar in - V semiconducting

compounds, are notable examples of systems showing strong covalent-bond directionality in

the solid state and a drastic change in the character of the bonding on melting. They melt from

tetrahedrally coordinated semiconducting crystals into metallic liquids having higher density

and first-neighbour coordination number close to seven (Glazov, Chizheskaya and Glagoleva

1969, Waseda 1980). The main characteristic features of the atomic structure factor in the

metallic melt can be approximately reproduced by the conventional pseudoatom approach in

the electron theory of metals (Arnold, Mauser and Hafher 1989), but clearly this function

alone does not carry sufficient information to describe the reconstruction of the tetrahedral

chemical bond on freezing. Models which include three-body forces in the interatomic

potential energy function, with the role of selecting preferred bond angles and of describing

stiffness against bond bending, are quite successful in their predictions on the atomic

structure factor for both the metallic liquid and the semiconducting amorphous state

(Stillinger and Weber 1985, Kluge, Ray and Rahman 1987). This suggests that an account of

bond angle distributions in the liquid should be important in describing its freezing, with the

implication that the density-wave theory would have to be extended to include microscopic

three-body correlations in an essential way. A basic approach to the structure of both

disordered states is afforded by quintal simulation techniques (Car and Parrinello 1988), and

a quanta] treatment of the phase transition will ultimately have to be developed.

The lay-out of the present work is briefly as follows. In §2 we contrast the observed

liquid and amorphous structures of Ge in order to stress the structural changes that are

induced by the reconstruction of interatomic chemical bonds. We also refer in this context to

theoretical results of Stenhouse, Grout, March and Wenzel (1977) on amorphous Si,

introducing from quantum chemistry calculations partial pair correlations between atoms and

bond centres. In §3 we use the density wave theory to evaluate freezing in a related

pseudoclassical model for molten Ge as a two-component liquid of atoms and bond particles

(Ferrante and Tosi 1989). In §4 we apply the theory to evaluate freezing of a liquid having

the observed atomic structure and density of compacted amorphous Ge. Finally, §5 gives

some concluding remarks.

§2, LIQUID AND AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE OF ELEMENTAL SEMICONDUCTORS

Some useful hints come directly from experiment if one contrasts the measured

structure factor of the liquid near freezing with that of the amorphous state. This is done in

fig, 1 for Ge, from the data of Salmon (1988) and of Etherington, Wright, Wenzel, Dore,

Clarke and Sinclair (1982). The vertical bars at the top of fig. 1 mark the location of the

allowed Bragg reflections from the diamond crystal structure. Of course, the periodic atomic

density in the crystal has non-vanishing Fourier components only in correspondence with

these wave vectors. These Fourier components are the microscopic order parameters of the

liquid-solid transition.

The structure factor of the liquid in fig. 1 has the characteristic shape of a main peak

followed by a shoulder. The shoulder is in approximate correspondence with the (220) and



(311) reflections, and at essentially the same position the structure factor of the amorphous

material has its main peak. The position of the main peak in the liquid structure factor does

not correspond to any Bragg reflection: it would approximately correspond to the position of

ihe (200) star of reciprocal lattice vectors of the fee Bravais lattice, but these Bragg reflections

are missing from the diamond structure by destructive interference from the two atoms in the

unit cell. On the other hand, the structure factor of the amorphous material shows a prepeak

in correspondence with the (111) Bragg reflections. A "first sharp diffraction peak"

preceding the main peak in the diffraction pattern has been observed in many glasses and

strongly structured liquids, where it is taken as an indicator of the presence of interatomic

order at intermediate range (Moss and Price 1985).

We may infer from fig. 1 that the reconstruction of the interatomic bonds in

semiconducting amorphous Ge has led to the development of intermediate*range atomic

order, which is absent in the metallic liquid phase. Clearly, the microscopic Fourier

components of the crystalline atomic density with wave vectors in the (111) star must be

playing a crucial rote in the crystallization process. They may be expected to describe the

formation of long-range connectivity between local tetrahedral coordinations. In turn, this

connectivity would be frustrated if the system did not open up by reducing its density on

crystallization. This is undoubtedly the origin for the unusual sign of the relative volume

change across the liquid-solid transition in elemental semiconductors.

We ask next about the physical significance to be attached to the order parameters

associated with the (220) and (311) Bragg reflections. It is useful to this end to recall the

theoretical results of Stenhouse et al. (1977) on the correlations between atoms and bond

centres in amorphous Si. These authors explained the discrepancies between the results of a

continuous random network model for interatomic correlations and the observed diffraction

pattern by a. -ounting for the diffraction intensity coming from the distribution of valence

electrons among the ionic cores. Their figure 2 shows that the calculated atom-bond and

bond-bond partial structure factors have peaks in correspondence with the prepeak in the

atomic structure factor. Of course, the atomic order at intermediate range in the

semiconducting amorphous material is accompanied by order in the bonds over a similar

range. In addition, however, the bond-bond structure factor has a peak and the atom-bond

structure factor has a negative trough in approximate correspondence with the main peak of

the atomic structure factor. These features are well known from experiment in the partial

structure factors of molten salts, where they arise from the alternation of two oppositely

charged species in space (see for instance Rovere and Tosi 1986). In fact, all the main

features of the partial structure factors of Stenhouse et al. for amorphous Si have a

counterpart in those measured for a strongly structured molten salt such as ZnCl2 (Biggin and

Enderby 1981), where alternation of the two species in space extends into intermediate range

order.

We may thus infer from the above that the main peak in the atomic structure factor of

amorphous Ge in fig. 1 reflects the short-range atomic order associated with tetrahedrally

coordinated atomic units. The shoulder in the liquid structure factor in the same region of

wave number in fig. 1 may similarly arise from some admixture of such local coordinations

in the melt. This view has been independently put forward by Ashcroft (1990) and by

Badirfchan, Ferrante, Rovere and Tosi (1990). At any rate, our discussion of the results of

Stenhouse et al. on amorphous Si implies that the microscopic Fourier components of the

crystalline atomic density with wave vectors in the (220) and (311) stars should describe the

"freezing of the bonds" as seen from the atomic component of the material.

In summary, we view the freezing of Si and Ge as driven by the reconstruction of

chemical bonding. This "freezing of the bonds" leads to the formation of local tetrahedral

coordination and of long-range connectivity of tetrahedral units in the crystal, accompanied

by volume expansion. The main order parameters of the phase transition are those associated

with the (220) and (311) stars (local coordination) and with the (111) star (long-range

connectivity), in addition to the relative volume change. In the next section, we shall briefly

recall the nature and the liquid structure of the bond-particle model for molten Ge, stressing

its structural similarities with those that we have emphasized above for the disordered states
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of Si and Gc. We shall then show that the freezing process of the bond-particle model, ?s

evaluated within the density wave theory, conforms to the picture that we have proposed here

for elemental semiconductors.

§3 . FREEZING OF THE BOND-PARTICLE MODEL FOR GERMANIUM

The model consists of a classical two-component liquid of atoms A and bond particles

B, with pairwise interactions between the two components constructed in such a way that,

with increasing values of an attractive coupling strength parameter V* (in units of the thermal

energy kBT), bond particles tend to become localized around each atom in a coordination

which is stoically restricted to be at most fourfold. Localized bond particles generate indirect

effective attractions between pairs of atoms and may therefore act as interatomic bonds.

Figure 2 reproduces from the work of Badirkhan et al. (1990) the calculated partial structure

factors of the model at the density of liquid Ge (pj = 0.1383 A'3) and at a coupling strength

V* = 7.5, which approximately corresponds to the valcnce-to-conduction band gap of Ge (Eg

=- 0.7 eV) in units of the thermal energy at the melting temperature Tm = 1253 K. Again the

bars at the top of fig. 2 show the location of the allowed Bragg reflections from the diamond

crystal structure.

The A-A partial structure factor in fig. 2 closely resembles the observed atomic

structure factor of liquid Ge near freezing shown in fig. 1, especially in the characteristic

shape of the main peak followed by a shoulder. In addition, the B-B and A-B partial structure

factors in fig. 2 have the features that we have emphasized in discussing the results of

Stenhousc et al. in the region of wave number around the main peak of the atomic structure

factor of amorphous Si. Of course, there is no trace of intermediate range order in the model

in the liquid state to which fig. 2 refers. However, it was shown by Ferrante and Tosi (1989)

that, on bringing the model liquid to strongly supercooled states by increasing V* above the

value 7.5, the A-A structure factor evolves in a way which seems to mimic the transition

ifimt

from liquid to amorphous state in fig. 1. Specifically, the shoulder in the A-A structure factor

develops into its main peak without shifting in position, whereas the main peak moves to

lower wave number to become a separate prepeak. Thus, the model at V* = 7.5 possesses an

appreciable amount of relative short-range order between A and B particles, and on

supercooling it strengthens it while at the same time it tries to develop out of it some type of

intermediate range order.

The conventional density wave theory of freezing in its simplest version for a two-

component liquid is directly applicable to the model liquid by virtue of the information that is

contained in the atom-bond partial structure factors. We have already remarked that, as the B

particles become localized with increasing coupling strength, they indirectly induce atom-

atom correlations constrained to favour those of tetrahedral type. Therefore, although the

model is set up in terms of pairwise interactions, indirect angle-dependent forces arise

between A particles as the localization of B particles grows. The density wave theory

bypasses the need to specify these forces, by using as input the full knowledge of the short-

range order which is present in the liquid near freezing.

We follow the extension of the density wave theory to mutticomponent liquids that

was given by March and Tosi (1981). The theory is formulated in terms of the grand

thermodynamic potential i i as a functional of the single-particle densities p;(r) (with i = A,

B) in an inhomogeneous system. The equilibrium equations for the density profiles are

where Cy(r, r') are the partial Omstein-Zernike direct correlation functions. Following Lovett

(1977), one can integrate eqn. (1) under the approximation that Cjj(r, r') depends only on

Ir - r'l as in a liquid. Given the functions Cjj(lr - r'l) of the liquid, the integrated equations

exhibit a periodic solution pis(r) for the crystalline phase in coexistence with the

homogeneous liquid-state solution pj when the two phases are at the same temperature and



chemical potentials. The singlet densities in the two phases are then related by

In p i
Pi j=A,

(2)

The corresponding equation for the difference Ail = I i s - Qj in grand potential is constructed

so that eqn. (2) follows from it as the Euler equation of a variational problem. It reads

4flL = ]T J dr { p.,(r) In [pjs(r)/p.] - [Pjs(r) - Pj]

d r d r '

Of course, Aii = 0 at coexistence.

The singlet densities arc to be obtained by solving eqn. (2) using the direct correlation

functions Cjj(r) of the liquid at freezing. Introducing the Fourier transforms of cy(r) by

( )

V (pj
e x p

these are related to the partial structure factors Sy(k) by the inverse-matrix relation

Sy(k) = [ S . (5)

We introduce next the Fourier expansion of the periodic singlet densities

G*0

where T| = (ps - p()/p| is the fractional density change and G are the reciprocal lattice vectors

of the fee lattice. We then have from eqn. (2) the equilibrium equations for the microscopic

Fourier components p i G (with G 5* 0) as

piG = expdia,) f i exp[-iG.r + ̂ p / P ; ) " 2 ^ (G')pjG.exp(iG'.r)] (7)
J j=A.B G'*0

where

(8)

On using eqn. (2) in eqn. (3), the corresponding expression for AQ is

The combination of cjj(O) entering eqn. (9) is related to the isothermal compressibility K T by

,1/2

(10)
i.j=A,B

Clearly, the average of the thermodynamic quantities 0^ defined in eqn, (8) is also related to

the compressibility by

(Pia. + Pja.)/P, = 1 - ̂ W 1 • <»)

In the solutions of eqns. (7) that we report below, we shall include the microscopic

order parameters corresponding to the the first three stars of Bragg reflections from the

diamond structure, taking the values of cy(G) from the liquid structure factors reported in fig.

2 for the bond-particle model at V* = 7.5. These values are shown in table 1. We shall also

use eqn. (9) to discuss the relationship between the fractional volume change on freezing and

the microscopic order parameters, in lieu of the equations that would follow from eqn. (2)

by taking its Fourier transform at G = 0. The latter turn out to be too sensitive to the input

coming from the long-wavelength theimodynamic limit of the model. We have otherwise

tried to adjust the behaviour of the model in this limit to that of liquid Ge by making use of

the measured value of its isothermal compressibility near freezing, K7 = 2.5x 10"12 crrttydyn

(Glazov, Aivazov and Timoshenkov 1976). With regard to the values of the (Xj's to be used

in eqn. (7), the hypemetted-chain solution of the model shows that a B is in absolute

magnitude much larger than ctA. Wt have tliv.efore estimated the latter from the model ( a A =•

2.7) and determined otB from eqn. (11), using again data on liquid Ge for its right-hand side.



3.1. Results of linearized theory

Before discussing the solution of the nonlinear eqns. (7), it is useful to consider the

much simpler solution which is obtained after linearization of their right-hand side

(Badirkhan et al. 1990). This yields, using pA = pg/2 = p, and neglecting r\ compared with

unity,

PBG _ c

PAG '

(12)

It is easily seen from the values of cjj(G) in table 1 that the ratio PBG/PAG *S positive at the

(111) star and negative at the (220) and (311) stars. Thus the predictions of the linearized

theory are that the main modulations of the partial liquid densities leading to the crystalline

phase are (i) concentration density waves in the (220) and (311) stars, and (ii) number

density waves in the (111) star. Already at this elementary level we find qualitative support

for our earlier conjecture that the freezing of liquid Ge arises from the formation of order

between atoms and bonds in the former two stars, combined with the formation of long-

range connectivity associated with the latter star.

Turning next to the coexistence condition AIJ/NkBTm = 0 from eqn. (9) and

neglecting terms of order r|2, we have

Taking T\ - - 0.05 as measured for Ge, the left-hand side of eqn. (13) is approximately equal

to - 2.4. On the other hand, given the signs of the Cy(G)'s from table 1 and the signs of the

PBC/PAG'S frotn **V*- (12), the contributions to the right-hand side of eqn. (13) from the

(220) and (311) stars are positive, while the contribution from the (111) star is negative. The

balance between these contributions, which is obviously very delicate, will have to lead to the

indicated negative value for the left-hand side. These considerations nevertheless indicate a

relationship between the formation of long-range connectivity on freezing and the unusual

10

sign of ri forelem-n'al semiconductors, as we have already surmised in §2.

32. Results of nonlinear theory

The linearized theory neglects all couplings between the order parameters at different

stars and can thus lead only to qualitative conclusions. In tackling the solution of the

nonlinear equations (7), we first explicitly impose that freezing of the atoms into the diamond

structure is being evaluated. In fact, on account of the two-component nature of the model

system of atoms and bond particles, the appropriate crystal structure to be considered is the

so-called ideal p-crystobalite structure for SiO2 (see for example Wyckoff 1963). The

microscopic order parameters may therefore be written as

cp[iG.h^] , (14)

where hn
(A) are the vector positions of the atoms in the unit cell (h / A ' = (0,0,0) and h2

(

=(l/4,l/4,l/4)a, a being the side of the cubic cell) and hj- ' are the vector positions of the

bond centres ( h ^ = (l/8,l/8,l/8)a, h2
(B) = (l/8,3/8,3/8)a, h3

(B> = (3/8,l/8,3/8)a and h4
(B)

= (3/8,3/8,l/8)a).

The quantities niG in eqn. (14) are the Fourier components of the densities of atoms

and bond centres on a fee Bravais lattice, that we describe as the superposition of Gaussian

centered on the lattice sites, namely

n-G = (1+ T|)exp(-G/4Yj) . (15)

The problem is thereby reduced to determining in an optimized way the two Gaussian widths

YA and YB f°r atoms and bond centres, so as to approximately satisfy the full set of cqns. (7)

at the first three Bragg reflections. The meaning of the Gaussian widths becomes evident by

calculating from them the corresponding mean square displacements <(Au)2>i of atoms and

bond centres around their lattice sites, which are

<(Au)2>. = — . (16)
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For the spke of comparison with previous results for other systems, we also define the

Lindemann ratios Lj as

L. = [<(Au)2>/d^J (17)

where d ^ is the fust-neighbour distance in the fee lattice appropriate to Ge ( d ^ = 3.98 A).

In the Gaussian approximation, and by virtue of the phase factors that we have

explicitly included in eqn. (14), it is immediately found that order in the (111) star and in the

(311) star is indeed described by number density waves and concentration density waves,

respectively. In the (220) star, on the other hand, pB(j reduces to the constant pB( l + T|) by

destructive interference from the four bond centres in the unit cell. Order in the (220) star is

thus associated only with atomic density waves, contrary to the inference drawn earlier in

§3.1 from the linearized theory.

The optimized numerical solution of eqns. (7) yields for the Gaussian widths the

values YA"" 2 = 0- ' A and y%Af2 - 1.1 A. According to the definition given in eqn. (17), the

corresponding values of the Lindemann ratios of the solid at melting are LA » 0.2 and LB «

0.3. The former value appears to be somewhat too large in comparison with the known

values of the critical Lindemann ratio for simple monatomic crystals at melting, which

typically is about 0.15. On the other hand, it appears to be qualitatively correct that the bond

centres should have an appreciably larger value of the Lindemann ratio at melting. In

particular, we recall in this connection the quantal Monte Carlo results of Ceperley (1978)

and Ceperley and Alder (1980) on the Wigner crystal of degenerate electrons on a uniform

neutralizing background, yielding a Lindemann ratio of 0.30 ± 0.02 at melting.

We finally turn to eqn. (9), in which we insert the foregoing results for the

microscopic order parameters. We recover the cancellation of contributions from the various

stars that we have already pointed out in §3.1, but find that the detailed result is very

sensitive to the value of cBg(G) at the (111) star. Bearing in mind that V* = 7.5 does not

necessarily represent the precise freezing point of the model, we can only use the coexistence

condition to ask what value of this quantity would be needed to reproduce the appropriate

value of T) for Ge (T| = • 0.05). Such a value (cBB(G) - -2) appears to be not inconsistent

with the value given for this quantity in table 1, when one notices that at the (111) star the

values of the direct correlation functions arc rather large and rapidly varying with the

coupling strength.

In summary, the microscopic liquid structure of the bond-particle model at coupling

strength V* = 7.5, where the A-A partial structure factor is in approximate agreement with

the observed liquid structure factor of Ge near freezing, is broadly consistent with a freezing

mechanism in which number density waves at the (111) star, atomic density waves at the

(220) star and concentration density waves at the (311) star are spontaneously generated

together with a volume contraction of the order of a few percent. In more pictorial terms, the

mechanism of the phase transition is of the type that we have already inferred in §2 from the

liquid and amorphous structure data.

§4. FREEZING OF A LIQUID HAVING THE STRUCTURE OF AMORPHOUS GERMANIUM

As we have already remarked in §2 in our discussion of the theoretical results of

Stenhouse et at. on amorphous Si, the relative ordering of atoms and bond centres is already

well established in this state of the material. We have therefore thought it useful to evaluate

within the density wave theory the freezing of a liquid having the structure of amorphous Ge

at room temperature, with the specific aim of testing the role that we have attributed to the

order parameters in the (111) star as being associated with the long-range connectivity of

preformed tetrahedral atomic units. We recall in this connection the presence of the prepeak in

the diffraction pattern of the amorphous material in correspondence with the (111) Bragg

reflection from the crystal (see fig. 1). Although the formation of long-range order in the

bond centres does not enter explicitly the calculations that we present in this section, the bond

centres in the amorphous material can only follow the atomic component as it crystallizes,

helping to stabilize the crystalline state relative to the amorphous state.

13
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The microscopic order parameters for the phase transition that we are considering are

just the Fourier components p G of the periodic atomic density in the crystal. The appropriate

equations that they satisfy follow at once from eqn. (7) on including only the atomic

component. Using eqn. (14) to introduce the Fourier components nG of the sublattice

density, we have the equilibrium equation

nG = [rrj-exp [c(0)r| + £ c(G') nG. exp (iG'.r)] exp (-iG.r) . (18)

In addition, we have the equilibrium equation for the fractional density change T),

1 + n = f ^ exp[c(0)T| + £ c(G) n exp (iG.r)] (19)

and the equation for the difference in grand potential Ail,

(20)

We shall use eqn. (19) to evaluate ri and eqn. (20) to assess whether the crystal is stable

relative to the disordered system, which corresponds to Ail < 0.

The necessary input are the values of the Ornstein-Zemike direct correlation function

c(G), that we take directly from the atomic structure factor measured by Etherington et at.

(1982) on amorphous Ge, and the value of the isothermal compressibility, to which c(0) is

related by an equation similar to eqn. (10). The compressibility is difficult to assess with

assurance from data on the amorphous state. From elastic constants data of Grimsditch,

Senn, Winterling and Brodsky (1978) on amorphous Si we estimate that Kj for amorphous

Ge may lie in the range 3.1+4.6 cm^/dyn. The calculations reported below have accordingly

been carried out with two alternative values of c(0), obtained from the extreme values of Kj

assumed above.

Including first the atomic order parameters at the (111), (220) and (311) stars, we

find solutions of the equilibrium equations (18) and (19) as shown in table 2. In these

calculations we have not assumed a Gaussian approximation for the atomic density, but we

test its validity in table 2 by giving the star-dependent Lindemann ratios LQ defined by

writing T\Q in the form

nG = ( H - T D e X p ( - i l 4 G 2 d ^ ) . (21)

Clearly, LQ becomes independent of G in the Gaussian approximation.

The results in table 2 show that the crystalline phase has higher density than the

disordered system (T| > 0) and is more stable (Ail < 0). The atomic density profile in the

crystal is very close to a superposition of Gaussians, since LQ is practically independent of

G. The low value for the Lindemann ratios (LQ » 0.07) is consistent with the low

temperature of the crystal. Finally, the calculated value of T), in the range 0.027+0.043

corresponding to the range of values that we have assumed for c(0), is consistent with the

observed fractional density difference between compacted amorphous Ge and crystalline Ge,

which \ST\~ 0.035.

We have also tested the stability of the results shown in table 2 by repeating the

calculations with inclusion of nine sets of non-vanishing microscopic order parameters, up to

the (531) star. This lies near the end of the next cycle in the oscillations of the measured

structure factor. The results are essentially unchanged, except that (i) the star-dependent

Lindemann ratios are somewhat larger, and (ii) Ail is found to be essentially zero. This

arises from a balance between the order parameter at the (400) star, which lies in a trough of

c(k) disfavouring crystallization, and the other order parameters favouring crystallization.

In conclusion, the main points that we wish to stress are that a one-component

classical liquid having the structure of amorphous Ge would be driven to crystallization by

the short and intermediate range order in correspondence with the three main stars that we

have considered in dealing with the liquid-solid transition of die bond particle model in

section 3, and would crystallize with volume contraction. In particular, our calculations in

this section lend support to the role that we have attributed there to the order in the (111) star.
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§5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

By a comparative discussion of the observed structure of the liquid and amorphous

state of elemental semiconductors, supported by calculations of transitions from disordered

states to the crystalline state within the density wave theory of freezing, we have put forward

a microscopic interpretation of the freezing mechanism in these systems. The main aspects of

the phase transition that we have emphasized are (i) the crucial role of the metal-to-

semiconductor transition that accompanies it, and (ii) the origin of the volume expansion on

freezing from the formation of long-range connectivity of interatomic bonds.

The main quantitative results of our work are the values of Lindcmann ratios for

atoms and bond centres, which appear to be very reasonable. A more detailed quantitative

study of the phase transition in the bond-particle model would require a massive programme

of liquid structure calculations with varying V* in order to locate its freezing point, but would

hardly add significant details to our conclusions relating to real semiconductors.
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Table 1. Selected values of the direct correlation functions Cjj(G) in the bond particle model

for molten Ge at V* = 7.5.

Cij(Hl)

Cy(220)

Cij(311)

AA

-2.2

0.13

-0.43

AB

2.5

-0.22

-0.31

BB

-3.2

0.24

0.24

Table 2. Input and results of three-star calculation for freezing of a monatotnic liquid having

the structure of amorphous Ge

StarG c(G) Afi/NkBT

c(0)

c(0)

= - 230:

(111)

(220)

(311)

= -150:

(111)

(220)

(311)

0.29

0.34

0.34

0.29

0.34

0.34

0.977

0.906

0.868

0.994

0.923

0.880

0.072

0.069

0.069

0.070

0.068

0.069

0.027 -0.55

0.043 -0.60

19



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Atomic structure factor of liquid Ge at 1000 C (triangles, from data of Salmon 1988)

and of amorphous Ge at room temperature (curve, from data of Etherington et al. 1982).

The vertical bars at the top show the location of the allowed Bragg reflections from the

diamond structure. For each state of the material, the wave numer k has been scaled with the

appropriate value of the first-neighbour distance r0.

Fig. 2. Partial structure factors of a bond-particle model for liquid Ge at reduced coupling

strength V* = 7.5 (from Badirkhan et al. 1990). The various curves show the atom-atom

(full line), bond-bond (dashed) and atom-bond (dot-dashed) structure factors. The vertical

bars at the top show the location of the allowed Bragg reflections from the diamond structure.

The wave number k is scaled in units of a = (47tp]/3)-1/3.
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